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There is no one-size-fits-all. At Agrico we provide you with a 
specialised irrigation solution to achieve your farming goals. We 

supply elegant irrigation systems, using only the best components 
and technology, to ensure optimal use of your water, energy and 

capital. Our team is devoted to understanding your needs and 
offering ongoing support. 

Your optimal 
irrigation solution 

for 2022

www.agrico.co.za  |  +27 21 950 4111  |  info@agrico.co.za 
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seed placement, LEMKEN has the 
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2022 a new year, a year of hope ... 
   A new year has arrived. Our way 

of thinking has changed a lot through-
out the past two years. This year, I 
believe, is a year of hope; hope to 
restore your fields, to build your herd 
and recover financially. That is what 
farmers are currently experiencing 
after the welcome rains that broke the 
devastating drought. Farmers have 
planted their summer crops and are 
looking forward to a good harvest  
this season.
   A few months ago, the ProAgri team 
visited several farmers in Namibia. 
Livestock is one of Namibia’s main ag-
ricultural export products, despite the 
country being very arid. The challenge 
is to produce enough feed for the 
livestock industry to survive, but 
where there is a will, there is a way. 
Many farmers have opted for irrigation 
solutions to feed their livestock. 
   This edition is jam-packed with 
newsworthy articles from all three 
countries. We also have exciting news 
from Valtrac, Stafix and Valley for our 
readers. Apart from the regular articles 
with information on the best practices 

for various branches of farming, 
in this edition we shall also look at 
erosion control, sheep and poultry 
farming as well as fighting climate 
change and feeding farmers with 
agroforestry. 
   We are committed to keep you 
up to date with the latest trends, 
technologies and best practices in 
livestock, crop production, mechani-
sation, and resource management.
   Also, find us on Facebook or contact 
me directly via the e-mail address 
provided below. I would love to hear 
what you are busy with on your farm, 
or what is happening in your region.

Farm smartly!
Bianca Henning 
bianca@proagri.co.za

2022 awaits!
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RUBIN 10
HIGH EFFICIENCY. HIGH ACREAGE. HIGH YIELDS. 

RUBIN 10 - its superior clearance and 25” discs allow the Rubin 10 to work and con-
trol a greater amount of organic matter. Its symmetrical arrangement of discs is 
unique in the industry and ensures work in a straight line without any lateral offset. 
Working in a straight line saves fuel and optimizes GPS guidance.

Contact your nearest dealer  to find out more about LEMKEN
Karel Munnik, director  , 082 412 2577, k.munnik@lemken.c  om
Blackie Swart, area sales manager, 082 404 9651, b.swart@lemken.com

■   Hydraulic depth control adjustable from the tractor cab. 

■   Unique symmetrical disc arrangement for optimized GPS and fuel economy.

■   Individually mounted and guided discs with non-stop spring-loaded safety  
device for high speed work.
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In a desert country where water 
is scarce, a farmer cannot afford 

to waste even a drop. On the farm 
Hartebeesloop at Stampriet in Namibia, 
measuring every drop drawn from the 
aquifer deep below the ground surface 
is the order of the day. 
   Access to this strictly controlled 
resource is one of the reasons Dr Joggie 
Briedenhann, well known Bonsmara 
breeder, can maintain the condition of 
his top-class animals. 
   The farm has 77 ha under irrigation 
on the 40 000 ha piece of land. Seven 
Agrico pivots cover circles ranging from 
5 to 15 ha each, drawing water through 
boreholes from the aquifer. Any expan-
sion means that another borehole has 
to be drilled, and that is not a cheap 
undertaking. Nor is it easy. 
   Boreholes are typically 100 to  
110 metres deep. To prevent the sand 
and saline water from seeping into 
the piping and spoiling the clear water 
from the Stampriet artesian well, the 
borehole needs to be cased and ce-
mented right to the bottom.  
   Strict quotas are imposed on the 
quantity of water drawn from each 
borehole. The litres of water utilised as 
well as the water level of every bore-
hole, must be reported to the authori-
ties monthly. 
   Planning and cultivating on this farm 

entirely revolves around managing this 
ancient and valuable resource. As far 
as possible, minimum till and no-till 
farming methods are followed to pre-
serve moisture in the soil.
   Crop Manager Werner Mouton says 
most of the planting under the Agrico 
pivots is geared towards providing 
good feed throughout the year, rota-
ting maize with sorghum and oats. 
They also plant maize as a cash  
crop, and when they are blessed with 
a good rainy season and enough water 
quota left for wintertime, they can also 
plant wheat. 
   Last year the area had good rain in 
December after a seven-year drought. 
Many farmers were tempted to plant 
in dry land, but in January the rain 
stopped. Without irrigation, no crops 
would have survived. “Remember, we 
plant in the red Kalahari sand!”
   “We planted our first winter wheat 
this past season and we had an excel-
lent 7,3 t/ha B1 grade harvest. The 
Agrico pivots made it possible. If the 
wheat is not properly irrigated for even 
a few days, it can make a tonne of dif-
ference,” says Werner. 
   When Werner and the team at Harte-
beesloop did their research on pivots, 
they had a few non-negotiable require-
ments. The pivots had to be sturdy, 
built for conditions in Africa, and easy 

To find your dependable, local  
irrigation partner, send an e-mail to 
sales@agrico.co.za, or visit their 
website on www.agrico.co.za. 

to manage with low maintenance needs. 
   “We are far away from everything.  
If something breaks, parts must be 
available and we must be able to 
handle all maintenance ourselves,” 
explains Werner.
   They formed a relationship with 
Agrico Upington in South Africa, led 
by Rudi Horn, and have not looked 
back since. Werner says the quality of 
Agrico’s equipment is matched by their 
level of service and support. 
   Before erecting the pivots, Agrico 
visited the farm and created a strategy 
to make the most of the available wa-
ter. Some of the pivots were construct-
ed just before the Covid restrictions 
were announced. Werner says they had 
to erect one themselves, but this was 
entirely possible thanks to the practical 
design and continued remote support 
from Rudi and his team. 
   He says he can phone Rudi any time. 
Even when he is not available some-
one else in the team will lend a helping 
hand, because according to Werner, 
“They all know what they are doing”.
   From Agrico’s side, Rudi says that 
they understand the difficulties expe-
rienced by farmers in the vast area 
of the Northern Cape and further into 
the neighbouring countries. “It is not 
always possible to reach outlying areas 
on short notice. That is why we help 
farmers to understand and take care 
of their own equipment. We make sure 
that they have the basic components 
available to keep the motors running 
and the wheels turning on every pivot. 
In this dry heat, farmers simply cannot 
afford to miss irrigation cycles.” 
   Meanwhile the lovely red Bonsmara 
ladies of Hartebeesloop are enjoying 
the green spoils under the Agrico  
pivots without concern.

Planting in the red Kalahari sand is made possible by Agrico, good manage-
ment by Dr Joggie Briedenhann’s team on the farm Hartebeesloop, and the 
clear water from the Stampriet artesian aquafer.

Maize in the desert! Werner Mouton, 
Crop Manager of Hartebeesloop, 
says with the good water applied 
by die efficient and reliable Agrico 
pivots, the sky is the limit! 

Agrico makes Agrico makes 
every drop countevery drop count
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Superfert veg blend 1 is a perfect basal dressing  
fertiliser for horticulture production. It has the required 
nutrient composition to protect young plants from 
challenges such as root scotching during the initial 
stages of crop establishment. 
This blend provides sufficient phosphorous to promote 
quick root formation and strengthen cellulose in the 
xylem cells of young plants. Superfert provides the 
necessary nutrition for young plants to flourish during 
the initial stages of crop development which is a critical 
stage in determining the potential of your yield.

Fert Seed & Grain Ltd
#TheFormulaForSuccess

+260 977 610 498  |  +260 973 848 229  |  +260 973 782 627

marketing@fsgzambia.co.zm  |  sale@fsgzambia.co.zm

+ 263 78 271 5320  |  Zimbabwe@meridian.africa

74A Kew Drive, Highlands, Harare, Zimbabwe
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Let Stafix Let Stafix 
help you help you 
live and live and 
work safelywork safely

Criminals attack when you sleep or 
least expect it. The only way to 

protect yourself, your family and your 
property is to be prepared. Proper 
access restriction and early warning 
systems from Stafix Electric Fence and 
Security Centres give you the edge 
over criminals. 
   With the support of Stafix, any prop-
erty, from the border fence to the inner 
rooms of your house, can be monitored 
and placed under 24-hour security. 
With advanced technology, you, your 
closest neighbours, the neighbourhood 
watch, and your security company can 
be alerted to criminal activity.   
   Your first security zone starts at your 
border fence and entrance gate. For 
access control, Stafix offers the Centu-
rion Gate Motor Range which can also 
be controlled from your mobile phone. 
You don't even have to leave the safety 
of your vehicle! And with Stafix's Da-
hua Range of CCTV Cameras, you know 
exactly when uninvited guests arrive. 
Even in the dark, Stafix's Dahua cam-
era systems keep an eye on everything 
from the perimeter fence, across the 
property to the inside of your home.   
   Sophisticated radio equipment, which 
operates over long distances, enables 
images and videos to be transmitted 
from different cameras to a central 
point and when the system is connect-
ed to the internet, you will be able to 
monitor your property from your phone 

Visit www.stafix.co.za to see 
their range of protection options 
and to locate the nearest dealer.

anywhere in the world. For instance, 
a farmer can check his livestock, dam 
levels, et cetera – even when on holi-
day! The digital video recorder's foot-
age can also be played back or stored 
for later use and record purposes. A 
reliable camera system must be able 
to record a decent, identifiable, clear 
image in all conditions. With Stafix's 
expertise, the right type of camera is 
recommended for every purpose. 
   Shaun Williamson, Managing Direc-
tor of Stafix, says: "Anyone can buy a 
cheap system of CCTV cameras off the 
shelf, but often the cameras can't do 
what the customer expects and then 
cheap eventually gets expensive." 
   Stafix offers many ways to com-
bat criminal activity. Stafix's mobile 
Roboguard Motion Sensors can track 
access roads, scan yards and interi-
ors from the shed door to the milking 
parlour aisles and can even be linked 
to your cell phone to give you early 
warning of intruders wherever you 
happen to be. Roboguards are very 
popular among farmers; not only are 
they affordable, but the units can also 

be moved easily and quickly to various 
locations to prevent theft. 
   Apart from their wide selection of 
security products offered at their 28 
stores nationwide, Stafix Electric Fence 
Centres also have expert staff trained 
to offer you advice on all the different 
security options, and can recommend 
approved installers. 
   Stafix are the importers, manufactur-
ers, and distributors of a wide range 
of electric fence energizers and ac-
cessories – both JVA and Stafix equip 
systems from high-powered, perimeter 
patrolled security systems; to animal 
control fencing – both domestic and 
wildlife; strip grazing fences for pasture 
management; permanent and tempo-
rary fences for equestrian purposes and 
even pet protection and control.  

by Annemarie Bremner
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A key driver for growth in African ag-
riculture is farm mechanisation. To 

remain at the leading edge of providing 
farmers with the best technology,  
Valtra recently launched their brand 
new BH Generation 4 - BH4 Hi-tech 
tractor. The BH 194 is guidance ready 
with auto-steer and can be fitted  
with a GPS receiver of your choice for 
precision work.
   This tractor was welcomed by farm-
ers as a work-horse that is hard to 
beat, as it delivers maximum output 
without losing its simplicity. You can 
now work with a heavy-duty tractor 
that is affordable and has all the fea-
tures the modern farmer needs. 

Built in Brazil – perfect for work 
in Africa
Valtra tractors from Brazil have been 
running in South Africa since 2001. The 
previous generation BM and BH trac-
tors were renowned for their simplicity 
and longevity. The BH 180’s perfor-
mance was unrivalled, and BM110s are 
still running with more than 30 000 
hours and no major repairs.
   The new BH4 series is a combina- 
tion of the original BH series and the 
Finnish built T series. The result  
is a robust Brazilian built tractor  
that handles with the ease and comfort 
you would expect from its Scandina-
vian heritage.

Unbeatable engine
The new Valtra BH 194 Hi-tech trac-
tor is powered by the unbeatable 6,6 
litre, six-cylinder AGCO Power engine, 
renowned for its low fuel consumption 

and reliability. The components of the 
AGCO Power engine are the same as 
those used in the highly esteemed Val-
tra tractors manufactured in Finland.
   The BH 4 always runs cool because 
the radiator compartment is completely 
sealed off to make sure that small 
particles such as dust and grass won’t 
block the radiator, and the coolers al-
low maximum cool air flow.

Transmission for more work with 
less diesel
The BH 4 has six normal gears and 
three power shifts, which means 18 for-
ward and 18 reverse gears with a shut-
tle control lever next to the steering 
wheel for effortless direction changes.
   The three power shifts within each 
range can be programmed to change 
automatically for smooth operation and 
working at the optimum revolutions 
and speed to get the best out of every 
drop of diesel. 

Hydraulics fit for any job
With the arrival of new implements and 
the need for guidance and precision, 
there was a demand for hydraulic sys-
tems with higher flow rates. Therefore, 
Valtra developed and incorporated the 
modern HiFlow II hydraulic system into 

their improved Generation 4 tractors. 
   The HiFlow II closed centre hydraulic 
system delivers 170 litres per min-
ute from a separate oil tank, thereby 
avoiding any possible contamination of 
the transmission oil. 
   The tractor is equipped with three 
hydraulic vales and a return valve. 
More valves can be added according 
to the farmer’s needs. There is flow 
control on all three valves. 

Heavy-duty lift 
The BH 4’s electronically controlled 
heavy-duty lift effortlessly raises 
7 850 kg, which makes this tractor 
perfect for heavier implements. The 
tractor also has implemented transport 
suspension for road use, also known 
as drive balance which keeps imple-
ments on the lift stable while on the 
road or moving between fields. Heavy 
construction and a favourable weight 
balance make the tractor perfect for 
hauling heavy loads. 

Cabin built for comfort and control
All the controls inside the cabin are 
strategically and logically positioned — 
making it simple, practical, and easy to 
understand and to use. The comfort-
able air-suspended seat and climate 
control enables the driver to work long 
hours without getting tired.
   The tractor has the perfect weight 
balance to handle heavy loads with 
ease. The new shape of the tractor’s 
weight frames also provides a much 
tighter turning circle. 

Warranty
All Valtra tractors come with a  
one-year warranty, with no hour limit. 
   In addition, all services performed 
at one of the dealerships with origi-
nal parts have a one-year warranty, 
regardless of the year of manufacture 
of your tractor. The BH4 series of trac-
tors has 500 hours service intervals for 
lower operating costs. 
   Valtrac is renowned for their legend-
ary service, based on their belief that 
a tractor only has value for the farmer 
while it is doing the job it was acquired 
for. At Valtrac, ‘downtime’ is a very 
undesirable word, and great efforts are 
made to avoid the necessity of ever 
using it.
   Wynn Dedwith, Director of Valtrac, 
says: “The Valtrac team is once again 
excited to offer a reliable, depend-
able tractor with enough technology to 
meet the needs of the South African 
and African farmer.”

Valtra BH 194 High-tech – robust, reliable, affordable:Valtra BH 194 High-tech – robust, reliable, affordable:

A farmer’s tractor dream come true!A farmer’s tractor dream come true!
by Bianca Henning

Are you are looking for a reliable 
tractor partner for your farm? Look 
no further than Valtra from Valtrac. 
Talk to Attie de Villiers on 083-261-
9863 or 056-817-7308, or send an 
e-mail to attiedev@valtrac.co.za. 
Also visit www.valtrac.co.za.

The face of power, reliability, innova-
tion, versatility, and affordability — 
the Valtra BH 194 High-tech tractor.
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More than 60 years of supporting 
South African farmers. Day by day ...
every day ... in good times and in bad.

Change is constant – 
so is Yara.

www.yara.co.za/animal-nutrition • animal.nutrition.sa@yara.com • Tel: +27 (0)31 910-5100
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The miracle element for growth 
is water. Everybody knows that. 

Unfortunately, rain can be unpredict-
able, and farmers need to find other 
solutions to water their crops. Many 
options exist, but one of the most ef-
fective, reliable, and profitable hassle-
free solutions is a Valley pivot.
   Janco Joubert is an enthusiastic 
young farmer from Orma Boerdery 
on his family farm in the Thabazimbi 
district. Orma Boerdery has been in ex-
istence for 23 years. The farm produces 
three types of grain and ten kinds of 
vegetables, but they also have pastures 
for cattle. They are well-known for their 
quality produce and sweet watermel-
ons. On top of that, the farm has also 
started exploring game farming. 
   Thabazimbi is an arid region, and 
farmers like Janco rely on the Crocodile 
River for irrigation. Water is precious, 
and crops cannot afford to go without it, 
even for short periods. That is why 
Orma Boerdery relies on Valley for 
irrigating all their crops. There is no 
gambling; only the best is good enough. 
   The farm and Valley’s paths crossed 
when Orma Boerdery wanted to 
economically irrigate large areas. 
Valley’s excellent after-sales service 
and their dedication to take care of 
farmers impressed Janco. “Valley left 
deep footprints on our farm because it 
increased crop yields, made irrigation 
more lucrative, and uses less electricity 
and manpower.
   A Valley pivot quickly irrigates large 
areas, and you do not need to babysit 
it,” declares Janco.
   The first Valley centre pivot that 
Orma Boerdery erected in 2005 was a 
movable model that could be used on 
two different circles. Today there are 
four pivots on the farm. 
   “In my opinion, Valley’s structure 
stands out above the rest,” says Janco. 
“It is a strong structure with strong 
parts and it is good-looking too.”

   Valley pivots hold many benefits for 
Janco’s farm. It irrigates crops quicker 
and more evenly without leaving dry 
spots or drowning rows of plants.
   Janco still controls his pivots manu-
ally, but aims to switch to Valley’s 
Smart Irrigation Solutions which offer 
remote monitoring and control capabili-
ties through his mobile phone (or any 
smart device), in the near future. “What 
I have seen about controlling pivots on 
your cell phone, it makes an astronomi-
cal difference. It is amazing to see what 
is possible with technology today. You 
can be any place in the world and still 
control the pivots on your farm.” He 
believes that Valley is focused on the 
future of agriculture as it shows in the 
way their pivots are becoming easier to 
use and operate by the day.
   Janco’s Valley pivots look after him, 
and he looks after them, which is easy 
because they require so little mainte-
nance. After every season, he thor-
oughly checks each pivot for possible 
problems. Where maintenance is 
needed, it is simple to rectify. “I believe 
everything is as good as you look after 
it,” says Janco.
   Valley recently launched their “Show 
me your Valley” competition, which 
gave farmers the opportunity to show 
their creative skills through photo-
graphs of pivots. Janco posted one of 
his pivot photos on Facebook, and 

Valley puts every drop of water to use

Valley encouraged him to enter the 
competition. Initially, he hesitated, but 
after a week he took the chance and 
submitted the picture. Soon after that, 
Janco’s first pivot photo was announced 
the winner. “I think it is a brilliant 
initiative from Valley to offer something 
unique to farmers and photographers 
alike,” he said.
   To Janco, farming is more than 
something you are born with; it is a 
lifestyle. “There are definitely more 
than a handful of things that encourage 
me as a young farmer: my fingers in 
the soil and the scent of freshly tilled 
soil, fresh air, the roar of tractors, the 
dust from combines, Valley pivots over 
green crops, and of course, unforgetta-
ble sunrises over the mountains and 
sunsets over the horizon,” Janco 
explains. He knows that circumstances 
become tougher by the day, but 
encourages other young farmers to, 
just like he did, tackle obstacles by 
facing them head-on … and with Valley 
you can only win!

What can be more beautiful to a 
farmer than a magnificent sunset 
over the fields of onions under Valley 
irrigation? (Photo: Janco Joubert)

Harvested onions from Orma 
Boerdery. (Photo: Janco Joubert)

The winning photo from the Show me your Valley photo competition was 
taken by Janco Joubert from Orma Boerdery. by Natasha Kruger

Valley offers outstanding service to 
farmers across the country. To find 
out more, contact Francois Griesel 
at francois.griesel@valmont.com or 
+27 67-412-9089.
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BJP Suppl ies

023 342 6070

www.rumax.co.za

1 Samuel Walters Street, Worcester

MANUFACTURER OF:

Trimming Blades, Feed Mixers
Muck Spreaders, Hammer Mills

Augers & Pellet Machines

• EARLY & INCREASED  
GERMINATION WITH  
HIGHER PLANT SURVIVAL

• ACTIVATES SOIL BIOLOGY
• DEVELOPS A PROFUSE ROOT 

SYSTEM WITH THICKER & 
LARGER ROOTS

BEFORE AFTER

BENEFITS

FEATURES

EARLY & INCREASED GERMINATION WITH HIGHER PLANT SURVIVAL:

Softer soil with improved porosity & aeration  improves soil health

Higher soil water holding capacity 

ACTIVATES SOIL BIOLOGY:

Increased activity & population of beneficial microorganisms, converts 
unavailable nutrients to an available form for plants.

Results in optimum & constant up take of all nutrients. 

DEVELOPS A PROFUSE ROOT SYSTEM WITH THICKER & LARGER 

ROOTS,  LEADING TO:

Water and nutrient uptake from a larger root zone results in early & higher 
flowering & fruiting.

Profuse root system results in reduction in watering cycle.
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Farmers in Africa can also enjoy the 
environmentally friendly products 

for a wide range of industrial and 
commercial applications developed by 
Advanced Polymer, Incorporated. The 
South African based company collabo-
rates closely with customers to develop 
their solutions.

Soil
Zytonic-M Biological Booster
Natural soil ecosystems have been de-
stroyed by conventional high intensity 
farming practices. 
   Zytonic-M Biological Booster is a pro-
prietary, water-soluble soil activating 
technology that increases soil porosity 
and water holding capacity, thereby 
encouraging natural biodiversity. This 
leads to increased nutrient uptake, re-
duced reliance on chemical input, and 
improved crop growth and yields.

How it works
Zytonic-M softens the soil and improves 
its porosity to increase the soil's water 
holding capacity. As a result, there 
is increased plant survival in drought 
conditions and root zone formation is 
significantly larger and denser. Under 
these conditions, the soil microbial pop-
ulation grows at an exponential rate, 
exhibiting all the characteristics of a 
more active and healthier rhizosphere. 
   As more biomass returns to the 
soil, increasing the amount of organic 
matter in the soil, there is also an im-
proved, consistent, and optimal uptake 
of macro and micro-nutrients by crops. 
Plants with increased nutritional value 
and vigour will be healthier and more 
disease resistant.
   Following the application of Zytonic-
M to soil samples collected from three 
different locations, it was discovered 
that the fungal population increased by 
as much as 300 times. The increase in 

bacterial population was found to be up 
to 200 times greater in the treated soil 
samples.

End benefits
1. Increase yields by 15 to 50%.
2. High-quality produce in terms of 

size, nutritional value, and shelf life.
3. Reduction in irrigation by 20 to 30%.
4. Chemical fertilisers reduction by 50 

to 100%.
5. Pesticide use should be reduced by 

20 to 40%.

Visible effects
1. Higher percentage germination and 

plant survival.
2. Quick response time within 4 to  

10 days.
3. Green to dark green leaves and a 

large leaf size.
4. Larger root zone.
5. Increased flowering and retention.
6. Softer soil.

Methods of application with water 
(Dissolve Zytonic-M in water with a 
1:200 ratio)
1. Through sprinklers or a rain gun.
2. A central pivot system can be used 

for fertilisation.
3. Drenching the crops with a knap-

sack sprayer (manual or electrical).
4. Flood irrigation can be used to  

apply the solution.
5. Implementation of foliar spray.

Dry application on soil (followed by 
irrigation)
1. Soil preparation prior to rotova-

tion (broadcasting, spreading, and 
dustering).

2. Following the application on the soil 
surface, the seeds can be planted.

3. Applying fertiliser to the soil at the 
time of seed sowing.

4. Distribute the mixture with the soil 
or manure.

Composting with Zytonic-M
1. To use Zytonic-M, dilute it in water 

(1:200) and spray it on organic ma-
nure or compost.

2. Cover and store in a well shaded 
area for two to three weeks.

3. Spread the enriched compost over a 
large area.

 
Roads
TerraSil-water resistant soil 
bases
Zydex's patented pavement technolo-
gies address problems in the pave-
ment's sub-layers. Lower paving 
temperatures, improved workability, 

Advanced Polymer provides advanced solutions: 
Improve your soil, build roads, and fight fires

and improved adhesion are all benefits 
of Zydex bitumen additives, while their 
gravel and rural road technologies 
provide water resistance, longer life 
cycles, and lower dust emissions. The 
International Road Federation (IRF) 
has accepted their technologies, which 
have been adopted in over 40 countries 
around the world.

Fires
Fireblock
Fireblock serves as a cost-effective way 
to fight fire. The product has proven ef-
fective in fighting class A fires, including 
bush fires that burn trees, grass, and 
other organic material. It is ideal for 
making controlled firebreaks, to fight 
bush fires, and to protect valuables 
such as infrastructure or equipment 
against imminent fire loss and damage.
   The Fireblock product is available in 
two sizes: a 2,5 kg bag for firefighting 
skid systems, and in 100 g sachets for 
backpack sprayers.

Using the product is simple and easy. 
All the steps remain the same whether 
you use the bag or the sachets. 
1. Prepare your firefighting unit (trail-

er, firefighting skid, or backpack 
sprayer) and fill it with water.

2. Slowly pour in the Fireblock prod-
uct into the unit. Take care not to 
dump the product in all at once as 
it will take more time to dissolve.

3. Mix well.
4. Spray the Fireblock solution onto 

the areas or infrastructure that 
you are protecting. 

5. When making controlled fire 
breaks, you can now burn the area 
and see that the Fireblock covered 
areas do not burn.

6. Continue to put out the fire.

For more information on Zytonic M 
and FireBlock send an e-mail to  
orders@advansedpolymers.co.za 
or phone +27-11-397-7979.

Article supplied
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Contact a John Deere Dealer for more information on the 5D tractor

*Terms and conditions apply. (Available at www.deere.com/sub-saharan)

www.deere.com/sub-saharan I africa@johndeere.com I Customer care: 0800 983 821

JohnDeereAfrica JohnDeere

Available in 3 models: 5039D, 5045D, 5050D | Horsepower output: 39, 45 and 50 | Available in 2 and 4 Wheel drive

Spraying
Carting of Harvest

Planting 
Plouging

Small in size & small in price
fitting for every type of farm

Used for applications such as:
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A valuable, crucial asset for any 
farmer is water. Every drop of wa-

ter should be coveted and fully utilised. 
The term ‘water harvesting’ generally 
refers to the collection of rainstorm-
generated run-off from a particular 
area (a catchment) in order to provide 
water for human, animal, or crop use.
   There are a variety of reasons why 
you should consider different alternative 
ways to save water and acquiring differ-
ent rainwater harvesting techniques. 

Harvested rainwater has many 
different uses such as:
• Fresh drinking water for both human 

and animal consumption. 
• A water supply for vegetable  

production systems to improve  
domestic food security.

• A means of increasing production 
and reducing potential risk. 

• Erosion prevention by reducing the 
amount of run-off water. 

The primary components of rainfall 
harvesting are a run-off area that al-
lows little or no infiltration, as well as a 
catchment or collection area where the 

gathered water can be stored and used 
later for various purposes. The storage 
volume must be large enough to allow 
the water to be used for a reasonable 
time after it has been stored. 
   Those who collect water in earth 
dams must ensure that the volume 
of water collected is sufficient to last 
them through the dry season, and 
those who store water in tanks must 
have enough water to last them at 
least two months.

When it comes to rainwater  
harvesting systems, the  
following considerations must  
be kept in mind:
• The distribution of rainfall in areas.
• The quantity of rain that falls in  

that area.
• The catchment area's run-off char-

acteristics should be thoroughly 
examined.

• The ability to store water successfully.
• The evaporation rate of the holding 

area, preferably low.

The advantages of rainwater  
harvesting:
• Increased yields when compared to 

normal rainfall patterns, because of 
the additional water supply.

• Rainwater is completely free and is 
therefore a better alternative.

• It is possible to maintain a higher 
standard of living with rainwater 
harvesting.

Disadvantages associated with 
rainwater harvesting include:
• There is a high probability that  

there will be insufficient rain during 
critical stages.

• The additional cost of catchment 
areas and storage containers.

• The travelling cost associated with 
delivering water where it is needed.

Rainwater harvesting can be accom-
plished in a variety of ways. In this 
article series, the following methods 
will be explored in detail:
• Rooftop water harvesting and stor-

age in tanks or reservoirs as two 
examples of rainwater harvesting.

• Collecting water from prepared 
ground surfaces or stone slabs and 
storing it in reservoirs.

• Harvesting water between widely 
spaced tree rows and storing it in a 
soil profile where roots are found.

• Capturing and storing rainwater 
from micro catchment areas, either 
in reservoirs or in a soil profile 
where roots can be found.

Rainfall 
harvesting 
technique

Type of 
run-off

Type of 
surface

Catchment 
area size

Relation 
of catchment 

area size: 
cultivation 

area

Manner of 
storage

Water 
use

Roof water Surface run-off All types of roof 
coverings 10 m2 and larger Variable Tanks and 

reservoirs

Domestic, stock 
watering, small-
scale irrigation

Prepared soil 
surface or stone 

slabs
Surface run-off Treated soil or 

stone slab < 3 ha Variable
Tanks, reser-
voirs, weirs, 
earth dams

Domestic, stock 
watering, small-
scale irrigation

Between crop 
rows

Surface run-off Treated and 
untreated soil

2 - 5 m2 
per plant

2:1 - 7:1 Tanks, reser-
voirs, weirs, 
earth dams

Irrigation

Micro 
catchment area

Surface run-off - 2 - 1 000 m2 2:1 - 10:1 Soil profile 
(reservoirs)

Irrigation

The information provided in this article is credited to the Institute of the Agricultural Research Council (ARC). For more 
information, visit their website at www.arc.agric.za, contact them on 012-842-4000 or send an e-mail to iae@ing1.agric.za. 

Effective water harvesting techniques: Part 1

The farmer’s most 
important harvest – water

Roof rainwater harvesting technique. 

Storage technique for roof water 
harvesting. 

Earth dam reservoir.
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The sunflower, Helianthus annus L., 
is one of the few crop species that 

can be traced back to North America, 
despite reports that it originated in 
the Fertile Crescent, Asia, or in South 
or Central America. Most likely, it was 
used as a "camp flower" by several 
western Native American tribes (North 
American Indians) when they domes-
ticated the crop, speculated to be 
around 1000 BC, and then they pos-
sibly spread it to the east and south of 
North America.
   It is believed that sunflower cultiva-
tion was first observed by the Europeans 
in a variety of locations, ranging from 
southern Canada to Mexico and Spain.
   Sunflowers were probably intro-
duced to Europe through Spain 
and then spread throughout Europe 
until they reached Russia, where the 
flower was able to easily adapt to its 
new environment.
   Selection for high oil content in Rus-
sia began in 1860, and it was largely 
responsible for increasing oil content 
from 28 percent to nearly 50 percent 
over the course of the next century.
   After World War II, the high-oil lines 
from Russia were reintroduced into 
the United States, rekindling interest 
in the crop.
 
Agronomic requirements
Soil requirements
Sunflower is produced in a wide range 
of fertile soil types, from sandy loam to 
clay, with pH values ranging from 6,0 
to 7,5. Sunflower has a low tolerance Developing sunflower seeds and flowers.

Vegetable planting guide Part 9:

Sunflowers
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to salt. Sunflower production neces-
sitates good soil drainage, but this crop 
does not differ significantly from other 
field crops in terms of flood tolerance. 
Under dryland conditions, soils with a 
high water-holding capacity (clay soil) 
will be ideal over other types of soils.
 
Climate requirements
The plant tolerates both low and high 
temperatures, with low temperatures 
being the most tolerable. During rising 
temperatures, the crop is particularly 
sensitive to high soil temperatures.  
   Sunflower seeds germinate at tempe-
ratures as low as 5 degrees Celsius, 
but temperatures between 14 and 21 
degrees Celsius provide satisfactory 
germination. Even though the optimal 
temperature for growth is between 23 
and 28 degrees Celsius, a wider range 
of temperatures up to 34 degrees Cel-
sius has little negative impact on pro-
ductivity. Extremely high temperatures 
have been shown to reduce oil percent-
age, seed fill, and germination.

Rainfall
Rainfall requirements range from 500 
to 1 000 millimetres. When compared 
to other crops, the crop performs 
exceptionally well during drought 
conditions. Although the crop is not 
considered to be particularly drought 
tolerant, it frequently produces satis-
factory results while other crops are 
severely damaged by drought.
 
Cultural practises
Propagation
Sunflowers are propagated by seed.
 
Soil preparation
Especially in soils with a low infiltra-
tion rate, soil preparation should be 
focused on reducing run-off to the 
greatest extent possible. The applica-
tion of proper soil cultivation practises 
can significantly reduce these losses. 
Seedbed preparation systems such 
as mouldboard ploughing and chisel 
ploughing are traditional methods of 
seedbed preparation that are used 
to incorporate residue and perform 
several secondary field operations. 
Potassium and nitrogen availability and 
distribution have both been shown to 
improve with conventional systems, as 
well as an increase in the temperature 
of the seed zone.
 
Planting
The yield potential of the area will 
dictate the planting density for sun-
flowers, which ranges from 25 000 
to 35 000 plants per hectare, depend-
ing on the variety. Row widths can 
range from 90 to 100 centimetres, 
but wider rows can also be used, 
particularly to accommodate other 
managerial aspects of crop production. 
When planting seeds at a depth of 5 to 
8 cm, the required spacing in the row 

Rows of sunflowers in cultivated land.

Wild bird eating sunflower seeds.
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is approximately 30 cm. Sunflowers 
are planted in Southern Africa from the 
beginning of November until the end 
of December in the eastern areas, and 
from the beginning of January until the 
middle of January in the western areas.

Fertilisation
To obtain a reliable indication of the 
soil fertility status, soil samples should 
be collected well in advance of plant-
ing and then analysed. According to 
research, sunflowers respond to the 
nutrients N, P, and K. Nitrogen defi-
ciency is a common problem in non-
leguminous grain crops, and it is often 
the first factor to constrain yield.
   Although yield increases with N 
fertiliser rates of up to >120 kg/ha 
have been observed, N fertiliser rates 
significantly lower than this are usually 
recommended, particularly in dryland 
farming. In soils that contain a high 
concentration of nitrogen, low nitrogen 
applications should be made. Nitrogen 
can be supplied from mineral or non-
mineral sources (manures, legumes, 
compost).
   As is the case with many species, 
the placement of P and K in the rows of 
sunflowers may be critical to maximising 
the efficiency of fertiliser application. 
   Following soil sampling, fertiliser 
recommendations should be made by 
the agronomist.
 
Irrigation
Sunflowers are cultivated under dry-
land conditions in most cases in South-
ern Africa during the summer rainfall 
season (November to March). In areas 
where rainfall is insufficient, irriga-
tion can be used as a supplement to 
increase yield. The method of irrigation 
will be determined by the availability of 
water as well as irrigation equipment. 
The pH of irrigation water should 
be neutral.
 
Weed control is important
Weed control during the growing 

season is critical for good yields. A 
combination of cultural (mulching, 
rotation, intercropping, use of cover 
crops, deep tillage) and chemical 
methods should be used to achieve 
successful weed control.
   Post-emergence cultivation with a 
coilspring harrow, spike tooth harrow, 
or rotary hoe is possible when sunflow-
ers are in the four to six leaf stage 
(beyond the cotyledon) with as little 
as 5 to 7 percent stand loss. This is 
best done on dry afternoons when the 
plants are less turgid.
   Annual (purple and yellow nutsedge) 
and perennial grasses are some of 
the most common broad-leaved 
weeds. It is recommended to use reg-
istered chemicals.
 
Pest control is important
In sunflower growing areas, insect pests 
are significant potential yield-reducing 
factors. The use of integrated pest 
management (IPM) practises by grow-
ers is required due to potential risks.
   Seed coats of resistant plants have 
the presence of a dark-coloured "ar-
mour" layer that demonstrates their 
insect resistance. The development of 
midge resistance has been suggested, 
but it is not currently effective.
   Only insecticides that prove effec-
tive in the field should be used for 
insect control. 
   Birds (blackbirds, goldfinch, dove, 
grosbeak, and sparrow) can be serious 
pests on sunflowers and particularly 
destructive. Scarecrows, fright owls, 
fluttering aluminium strips, and carbide 
exploders are some methods tried to 
disrupt feeding behaviour in birds.
   Crop rotation, the use of resistant 
cultivars, and the use of certified 
seeds are all examples of cultural con-
trol measures.

Disease prevention and control
Fungi are responsible for the most 
serious diseases that affect sunflowers. 
Rust, downy mildew, verticillium wilt, 
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sclerotinia stalk and head rot, and pho-
ma black stem and leaf spot are some 
of the serious diseases. It is recom-
mended to use registered chemicals.
 
Other disease control mechanisms
Crop rotation, conservation tillage, 
scheduled irrigation, and the use of 
disease-resistant cultivars.
 
Harvest maturity and methods
Harvesting should begin once 80 per-
cent of the sunflower heads are brown 
to reduce losses due to birds, lodg-
ing, and shattering. When the heads 
are mature, they turn yellowish. The 
sunflower plant has reached physiologi-
cal maturity when the back of the head 
has turned from green to yellow and 
the bracts have turned brown, which 
occurs approximately 30 to 45 days af-
ter bloom and when the seed moisture 
content is approximately 35 percent.
   In general, the growing period for 
sunflowers (from seeding to harvest-
ing) is between 125 and 130 days.
   Harvesting can be done by hand or 
by machine, depending on the situa-
tion. Manual harvesting is done by cut-
ting the crop with a sickle or a knife.
   Sunflower headers, which are readily 
available on the market, are useful in 
reducing seed loss when the crop is 
directly combined. The combine har-
vester is used to perform a variety of 
tasks, including cutting the crop, sepa-
rating grain from straw, cleaning grain 
from chaff, and transporting grain to a 
storage tank.

Uses of sunflowers
Human uses: Sunflower can be used 
as an edible oil in the form of marga-
rine, salad dressing oil, cooking oil, and 
snack foods.

Animal feed: Sunflower meal, whether 
dehusked or partially dehusked, can be 
used for ruminant animals, pig rations, 
poultry feeds, and silage.
 
Industrial uses: Sunflowers can be 
found in a variety of paints, varnishes, 
and plastics, as well as in the produc-
tion of soaps and detergents. Other 
industrial applications include the 
production of agrichemicals, the use of 
pesticides, surfactants, adhesives, fab-
ric softeners, lubricants, and coatings. 
Because of the high potential for use 
in diesel engines in the future, farmers 
can contribute to achieve a pollution-
free environment.

The information provided in this 
article is credited to the South 
African Department of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries. For more 
information, visit their website at 
www.daff.gov.za, contact them 
on +27(0)12-319-6072 or send 
an e-mail to DPP@nda.agric.za.

Maturing of sunflower heads.

Sunflower seed oil.

Sunflower seeds.
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Last month we looked at the impor- 
 tance of planning before you start 

your poultry farming enterprise. 
   We discussed twelve points that 
must be kept in mind when you are 
considering farming chickens for meat 
or eggs. This month we look at drawing 
up a budget to show you what the ap-
proximate cost will be, what expenses 
you can expect and what your profit 
could be.
   To be able to draw up a budget, you 
will have to find out what materials, 
chickens and feed will cost in your 
area. It is not possible to provide these 
costs, as they may differ from one 
region to the next. 
   Visit several stores to get an idea of 
the prices of building materials for hen 
houses, namely wood for frames, cor-
rugated iron for the roof and chicken 
wire for the sides. You can also find 
out what natural materials, like poles, 
thatch and reeds are available. Also, 
find out what equipment is available 
for sale or see what you need to make 
on your own. All these aspects will be 
covered in more detail in this series  
of articles.
   Find out from the veterinarian or 
Department of Agriculture extension 
officer about the vaccination routines 
they offer and at what cost. Also find 
out the cost of medicine and sanitiser 
for cleaning the hen houses, and to  
use in a footbath at the entrance to  
the shelter. Check the price of overalls 
and gumboots, as you need to wear  
a set of clean clothes when you enter 
the enclosure.

   The extension officer may also be 
able to provide a contact number for 
a reliable supplier of day-old chicks, 
pullets, or point-of-lay hens. Find out 
from the supplier what these will cost, 
and whether they can be delivered to 
your home. 
   If not, find out about transport costs 
from the village to your home, as you 
will also need to transport building 
materials, feed for your chickens, and 
eventually to transport your chickens 
and eggs to the marketplace. 
   Look around in your yard and enquire 
from your neighbours what materials 
they can let you have to use as building 
materials or litter to put on the floor of 
the henhouse. Chopped maize stalks or 
other straw will provide suitable litter, 
so you don’t have to buy any.
   If you don’t have electricity, find out 
what a paraffin or gas heater will cost, 
because the day-old chicks especially 
need warmth to keep them healthy and 
help them grow strong.
   We cannot provide prices, as these 
may vary from area to area. The best 
would be to take some time to visit 
local shops to find out the prices of 
materials and contact suppliers of 
chickens and feed. You need to do your 
homework well so you will know what 
you are letting yourself in for. 

Direct costs or expenses
Direct costs refer to the initial money 
you need to buy everything that is  
necessary to start your poultry farm-
ing. Once the infrastructure and equip-
ment are in place, you don’t have to 

spend money on it again, providing 
that you do maintenance and take 
good care of it. You will however have 
to keep on buying chickens, feed, 
medicine, and sanitiser. 

Buying chickens 
Strong chickens are your most impor-
tant investment. Find out what the 
purchase price of day-old chicks are, 
and if you don’t want to raise chickens, 
the price of pullets to raise as broilers 
and point-of-lay hens. 

Buying materials for infrastructure 
Your infrastructure must last a long 
time. Find out the cost of the available 
materials at a shop, especially chicken 
wire, but also look around your yard 
or neighbourhood what materials you 
can find for cheap or even free. Think 
about installing a tank for storing water 

Eggs must be packaged for safe 
transport. (Source: Errol Ahmed, 
unsplash.com)

Different breeds of chickens are 
available. (Source: Pixabay)

Poultry farming Part 3:

Budget
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so you will never run out of water for 
your chickens to drink or to spray them 
to cool them down.

Security  
To keep your chickens safe, your will 
have to put up a proper fence around 
your property. The gate to the hen-
house must also have a sturdy lock. 

Equipment  
You will need suitable equipment to 
feed and water your chickens, and 
to clean their houses. You will need 
drinkers, feeders, buckets, a wheel-
barrow, pitchfork, spade, and a back-
pack sprayer. 

Heating, cooling and ventilation
It is important to keep your chickens 
comfortable and not too hot or cold. 
Find out what energy for heating, 
cooling and ventilation will cost. This 
includes the heat of the sun, which 
is free unless you plan to use a solar 
heater, which is a once-off cost, elec-
tricity, gas, or paraffin. Remember that 
a solar heater does not work at night 
when you really need the heat, unless 
you can store the energy in a battery.

Feed 
Feed will be your biggest expense. Find 
out where you can buy good quality 
feed at the best price. It is best to buy 
a premix that contains all the neces-
sary ingredients for the chickens at 
every stage of their lives. Make sure 
you have a safe storage area where no 

damp, insects, birds, or rodents can 
reach it. Remember that you can never 
use wet or contaminated feed, as it will 
make your chickens sick. 

Health
Vaccines and medicine are necessary 
expenses. Also find out what supple-
ments your chickens need to grow 
strong and remain healthy. Some of 
the food you grow on your farm may 
be used to supplement their feed, such 
as vegetable greens. Layer hens that 
roam in a fenced-in yard will also sup-
plement their feed by eating grubs and 
vegetable matter. 

Indirect costs
Indirect costs refer to additional costs 
that you will incur while farming chick-
ens. You need transport, not only for 
fetching building materials and feed, 
but also for delivering your chickens 
and eggs to your clients.
   Keep in mind that eggs need to 
be carefully packaged for transport. 
Broilers must either be sold live, or be 
slaughtered by yourself or an abattoir, 
which will incur some costs.
   These costs also include paying for 
water, electricity or other forms of 
energy, a telephone, rent, and the 
interest on a loan. 

Unforeseen costs
Unforeseen costs refer to costs that 
you will incur when things go wrong. 
Although you don’t want it to happen, 
there are some things that you don’t 

Eight hens and a cock can 
provide you with enough eggs 
to breed your own chickens. 
(Source: Pixabay)

Chickens at a marketplace. (Source: Random Institute, unsplash.com)

Chickens need a sturdy henhouse 
that can ideally be moved around in 
the yard. (Source: Sincerely Media, 
unsplash.com)

There must be enough feeders for 
all the chickens to be able to reach 
the feed. (Source: Arisa Chatassa, 
unsplash.com)
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have any control over, no matter how 
careful you are. 
   These include disease control — if 
there is an outbreak of disease, it 
may be necessary to cull your entire 
farm, as it is required by law to help 
prevent the disease from spreading. 
That means that you will have to clean 
the houses properly and wait for a 
while before you can get new chickens, 
which will also cost money. 
   Sometimes feed gets wet, or  
rodents get into it, and then you will 
have to replace a whole batch, which 
can be costly. 
   You must also keep in mind that 
chickens that are nearing their mar-
keting age, will always be a target for 
thieves. You may also get sick and 
need to hire someone to help care for 
the chickens. 

Profit
Depending on how well you look after 
your chickens and do everything right, 
you will be able to show a profit once 
you start selling chickens for meat 
or eggs. 
   Here is a checklist for your con-
venience. Tick off everything you have 
investigated. 

Preliminary budget
A) Direct costs
1. Production cycle

 □ Chicks
 □ Broilers
 □ Layers 

2. Infrastructure 
 □ Brooder
 □ Broiler house
 □ Layer house

3. Equipment  
 □ Drinkers 
 □ Feeders
 □ Buckets
 □ Wheelbarrow
 □ Backpack sprayer 
 □ Pitchfork and spade 

4. Heating, cooling and ventilation
 □ Electricity
 □ Gas
 □ Paraffin  

5. Feed
 □ Chicks
 □ Broilers
 □ Layers 

6. Health
 □ Vaccinations 
 □ Medicine 
 □ Supplements
 □ Protective clothing
 □ Sanitizing liquid  

B) Indirect costs
 □ Transport
 □ Additional worker 
 □ Water

 □ Electricity/other heating
 □ Telephone
 □ Rent
 □ Interest on a loan
 □ Egg packaging
 □ Slaughter cost 

C) Unforeseen costs
 □ Disease control
 □ Replacement of chickens
 □ Replacement of feed
 □ Rodent control
 □ Theft 

D) Monthly Income
 □ Sale of broilers
 □ Sale of eggs
 □ Sale of old layers
 □ Sale of manure

Your profit will be your monthly in-
come, minus all the costs involved. 
   Because you do not have all the 
details yet, you will not be able to 
know exactly how much starting your 
business will cost. By the end of the 
series, you will have more information 
to enable you to calculate the costs. 
With a good budget and business plan, 
you may even be able to get a loan or 
other funding.

Chickens that roam in the yard gain 
nutrition from green vegetable 
leaves. (Source: Chatnarin Pramna-
pan, unsplash.com)

These chickens have just been 
moved from the brooder to pasture. 
(Source: Zoe Schaeffer, unsplash.
com)
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The operation and application of medium and big square balers Part 6:

Picture 1: A wagon hitch can be mounted behind the baler underneath the 
bale chamber. 

The process of baling has many compo-
nents as we have seen over the past 

five months. It always helps if you can 
combine certain processes to work more 
time-efficient and cost-effective. In this 
part of the series the focus will be on the 
attachments that can be added to the 
balers to ease operations on the farm. 

The following extra attachments can 
be mounted on a square baler, or 
used with a square baler: 

Wagon hitch:  
This hitch permits the hitching of a 
wagon, or a trailer, to the rear of the 
baler. When using a trailer behind a 
baler, bales can be loaded directly from 
the baler onto the trailer. 
   The position of the hitch can be 
changed to the left or right, to allow 
the trailer to follow the baler properly. 
The distance of the trailer behind the 
baler can also be adjusted. 

by GJ Stoltz (Reg Eng Tech)Baler attachments
Bale chute: 
An extended bale chute, supported by 
chains, can be mounted at the back of 

the baler. This chute also allows bales 
to be loaded from the baler directly 
onto a low-bed wagon. 
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Loading frame: 
This frame is manufactured from steel 
tubes and mounted at the back of the 
baler onto the exit of the bale cham-
ber. The bales are then pushed from 
the bale chamber through the loading 
frame onto the wagon or a trailer.
 
When mounting the loading frame to 
the baler, the following procedures 
must be followed
As seen in picture 3: Attach chain bolts 
(1) and mounting plates (2). Attach the 
loading frame to the mounting plates 
and secure with bolt (3) and spring 
pin (4). Attach upper chains (5) to bolt 
(1), cross the chains and pass them 
through eye bolt (6). When the load 

Picture 2: The extended bale chute 
can be folded upwards when the 
baler is transported on a road. 
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Picture 3: Loading frame.

We thank the ARC Agricultural 
Engineering in South Africa who 
made the information on square 
balers available to the readers 
of ProAgri.
Next month we shall look at the 
transport and safety aspects 
of bales and balers as well as 
some maintenance advice.

Picture 4: A bale thrower in action.

frame is adjusted to the desired height, 
the chain hooks must be hooked to 
the appropriate chain links. Secure the 
lower chains (7) to chain hooks (8), 
pass the chains through the eye bolts 
at (9) and adjust the chain tension by 
attaching the chain and hooks to the 
appropriate chain links. 
 
Bale thrower:  
This device is also called a bale ejec-
tor and is mounted at the end of the 
bale chamber. It consists of two sets 
of belts and rollers that grip the bale 
when it exits the bale chamber. The 

one belt grips the bale at the bottom 
and the other one at the top. The belts 
are hydraulically driven. As soon as the 
belts have a full grip on the bale, and 
the baler is running at a high speed, 
they eject the bale and throw it onto 
the trailer. A bale thrower can also 
swivel from side to side for a balanced 
load on the trailer. 

Bale counter: 
An automatic bale counter can be 
mounted on the bale chamber to pro-
vide an accurate count of the number 
of bales produced. 
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The stage between sowing and the 
appearance of the first true leaves 

is crucial, and many seedlings are lost 
if conditions are not favourable. Many 
crops are sown directly in the field  
of production as described in the previ-
ous issue, while others are sown in 
nursery beds or trays, and transplant-
ed to the garden later.
   The following table shows which 
crops should be sown in nurseries and 
which should be sown directly in the 
garden or field.

A nursery for crops that are sown
in nursery beds and then trans-
planted should have:
• good soil, improved with compost, 

kraal manure, and inorganic fertilis-
ers; 

• a reliable water supply (small  
nurseries can be watered with a 
watering can); 

• shade netting, or a home-made 
shade roof; and

• be close enough to the garden that 
seedling transportation will be easy.

Preparation of nursery beds
There are a variety of ways to pre-
pare a seedbed for the nursery, but 
the following are the most popular:
• Use a spade to dig the seedbeds ex-

tremely deep. To break up the huge 
lumps of soil, lightly turn the ground 
over with a fork.

• Raise the seedbed level by about  
20 centimetres. This is accomplished 
by digging a small trench around 
the seedbed and filling it with soil. 
Drainage is improved by raising  
the beds.

• Make the seedbed 1 x 1,5 metres  

Crop type Crop Sowing method
 Nursery      Direct

Sowing depth

1. Leafy Cabbage x 1 cm
Cauliflower x 1 cm
Onions x 1 cm

2. Root Carrots x 1 cm
Beetroot x 2 - 3 cm
Potatoes x 7 - 10 cm
Sweet potatoes x cuttings

3. Fruit Tomatoes x 1 cm
Peppers x 1 cm
Eggplant x 1 cm
Swiss chard x 2 cm
Pumpkins x 3 - 4 cm
Melons x 2 - 3 cm

4. Legume Beans x 5 cm
Peas x 5 cm 
Cowpeas x 3 cm

5. No group Maize x 4 - 5 cm
Local vegetables x 1 cm

Table 1: Sowing depth and methods of some crops.

Crop production in Namibia Part 5:

Nursery site selection, 
sowing and transplanting
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in size so that it is easy to access 
the centre.

• Add organic matter as well as inor-
ganic fertiliser. Apply 60 grams of 
compound fertiliser per square me-
tre (2:3:2). Incorporate the fertiliser 
into the top 10 centimetres of soil. 
The growing seedlings will receive 
nutrients from the organic debris 
and inorganic fertiliser. Remove any 
large dirt or stone lumps.

• At this point, the seedbeds should 
be properly irrigated, and the 
weeds should have emerged after 
two weeks. If you skip the waiting 
phase, you'll have to do more weed-
ing while the seedlings grow.

• The seedbed is raked properly 
before sowing to ensure that it is 
flat and has a fine tilth. This keeps 
seeds in close contact with the soil 
particles that provide the moisture 
they require.

Sowing in nursery beds
• Use a small stick to make seed drills 

(or furrows). To keep them straight, 
use a tight line.

• The furrow's depth should be  
approximately five (5) times the  
diameter of the seed to be sown 
(see Table 1).

• The space between rows should not 
exceed 15 centimetres. This will  
be sufficient because the seedlings 
will be moved before they are  
large enough to begin shadowing 
each other.

• To achieve a good stand, sow thinly 
with about 5 centimetres between 
each seed.

• Cover the seeds with soil and lightly 
press it down by hand. It's possible 
that a small amount of compaction 
is required to ensure optimal seed-
to-soil contact.

• Use a can with a fine nozzle or a tin 

can with small holes punched in the 
bottom to water the seedbed. Until 
the seeds emerge, the soil should 
always be kept moist. This usually 
requires watering daily. Water-
ing can be reduced once adequate 
growth has occurred.

• Excess seedlings should be removed 
three weeks after germination to 
allow proper root growth for the 
remaining well-spaced plants. Plants 
that are single are easier to trans-
plant without causing damage to the 
root system.

• Keep weeds out of the area  
around the seedbeds, as weeds  
can serve as homes for insect  
pests. In any case, keep an eye  
out for insects that could harm  
the seedlings overnight. Grasshop-
pers, cutworms, and caterpillars 
should be removed or treated  
as needed.

Figure 1 - Sowing in nursery beds: Rake the soil, mark out drills, sow the seed carefully, lightly cover with earth 
and firm down. (Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Rural Development). 

The seedling on the right is ready to be planted. 
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Mechanical transplanter for seedlings.

Seedlings in a germination tray. Seedlings at a nursery.

Instead of nursery beds, seedling or 
germination trays can also be used to 
grow the seedlings before transplant-
ing them. These trays can quickly dry 
out, so it is important to keep them 
moist with a fine mist spray. Good seed 
companies will also be able to provide 
prepared germination or seedling grow 
medium to fill the trays. 

Preparing the growing beds
Prepare the beds as follows at least 
six weeks before transplanting:
• Remove the large weeds from the 

garden and compost them.
• Apply manure or compost to the  

soil (about one wheelbarrow load  
to four square metres). This will  
help to improve the soil structure 
and fertility.

• If the soil requires it, lime should  
be applied. This will be determined 

by the pH of the soil as determined 
by soil analysis. The lime will  
balance the pH of the soil, improve 
its structure, and provide calcium. 
Because lime is a fine powder, it 
should be applied when there is  
no breeze.

• Incorporate the manure and lime 
into the soil. Ensure that the manure 
and lime are completely covered.

• Bury smaller weeds at the same 
time. Turn them upside down. This 
kills the weeds while also enriching 
the soil with humus.

After digging, let the soil rest for a 
while. The lime will begin to work once 
the manure has rotted. Air and water 
can now easily pass through. They 
are both required for root and soil 
organism growth. Plant nutrients are 
dissolved in soil water, which the roots 
absorb. 

Hardening off and transplanting
• Reduce the watering and shade a 

week before the plants are due to 
be transplanted to harden them 
off. The transplanting shock will be 
reduced because of this hardening 
off process.

• Transplanting should be done on  
a rainy, cloudy day or late in the 
afternoon to give the seedlings a 
cool environment to recover from 
the transplant.

• Water the 
nursery beds 
a few hours 
before lift-
ing out the 
seedlings. This 
will soften the 
soil and allow 
the plants to 
absorb water 
before being 
transplanted.
• Seedlings are 
carefully dug 
out of the dirt 
and placed in a 
basket or tray 
one at a time. 
Then they are 
moved to a 
garden that  
really is ready 
to receive 
them. Make 
sure to lift out 
a small number 
of seedlings at 
a time, as they 
will begin to 
wilt as soon as 
they are out of  
the soil.
• Place one 
seedling into 
each planting 
hole. Use the 
proper trans-
planting depth 
for each crop.

• Water the plants after they've been 
transplanted. If small branches are 
available, provide some shade for 
each seedling. During the first week 
following transplanting, the seed-
lings must have some shade avail-
able. The shade must be removed 
after about a week.

• For the next couple of days, while 
the seedlings are in this delicate 
stage, it is important to water  
regularly and keep a close watch  
on the seedlings.

The information in this article 
is credited to the Namibia Ag-
ricultural Union and Namibia 
National Farmers Union who 
published the Crop Production 
Manual in 2008.
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While more and more production is 
demanded from farmers, soil 

erosion is frittering away arable land.
   Ken Coetzee and Wallie Stroebel of 
the South African company Conserva-
tion Management Services went to 
Mzuzu in Malawi to train the people liv-
ing near the town how to fight erosion. 
   They were invited by a Danish com-
pany, Wells for Zoe (WfZ), who are 

working on the Enyazini environmental 
project in the Mzimba District in the 
northern parts of the country. The 
company’s focus is building wells to en-
sure water security for the community, 
but they are also involved in restoring 
the soil by means of reforestation of 
the mountain slopes, and the preven-
tion of erosion.

What is erosion
Erosion is the result when soil is washed 
away during heavy rains. This process 
is made worse when there are no or not 
enough plants, like trees, shrubs, and 
grasses to keep the soil together. 

Erosion control in Malawi: 

   In this area, the erosion was caused 
by the deforestation of the mountain 
slopes. Using the wood of the indig-
enous trees for building purposes and 
firewood, left the steep slopes bare.
   When it rains, the water rushes down 
the slopes unchecked, washing away 
the soil on the banks of the waterways, 
such as streams and rills, which are 
small rivers that only run when it rains. 
Often-used footpaths across the veld 
have the same effect, as water washes 
down them, creating gullies. 
   The gullies grow deeper when there 
is a lot of rain. Where the rush of water 
in the gullies meet soft soil, it creates 

Part 1

Figure 1: Branch checks, vertical poles driven into the soil with a woven screen of thinner 
branches and a backing of cut brush and soil.

Figure 2: Specially made grass fence, fitted into trenches, secured to poles and with brush  
and grass packed over the bare soil in between the fences.
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For more information, contact  
Ken Coetzee and Wallie Stroebel  
of Conservation Management  
Services, from George, South  
Africa. Contact Ken at (+27) 
76-227-5056 or Wallie (+27) 
82-493-1441, or visit their website 
www.conservationmanage-
mentservices.co.za

a head cut, which is a deep hole with 
steep sides. 
   This often happens next to roads 
when the water runs along the surface 
of the road, washing away soft soil 
next to the road, causing not only pot-
holes, but also big dongas next to it. 
   Water that runs off from cultivated 
fields where vegetables are grown also 
causes erosion. Usually, the traditional 
method of cultivation removes all veg-
etation to leave the soil bare for hoeing 
and planting. When the plants are 
irrigated, the water runs off towards 
low-lying areas, taking the precious 
topsoil with it. 

Types of erosion and methods to 
stop it
The four types of erosion were  

addressed in the following ways:
Head-cuts or big dongas
A donga or head-cut is created by 
water running freely down a slope. The 
shape of the head-cut is completely 
changed by levelling the steep sides. 
Vegetation is planted on the levelled-
out sides to keep the soil from washing 
away. Branch checks and grass fences 
can also be used lower down from the 
head-cut where the run-off water has 
created a gully.

Gullies and rills
Branch checks, made by weaving sup-
ple branches through a row of poles 
planted across the gully/rivulet, were 
installed to slow down the run-off  
water. These branch checks must be 
installed from the top of the gully 
where it starts, and at regular intervals 
along the length of it. 

Slopes and open ground
Open ground and slopes that are erod-
ed where run-off from cultivated lands 
occur: Grass fences are made by tying 
bunches of tall grass to a row of poles 
that are planted across the flow area to 
slow down the flow of the water. 

Bare, mostly flat land
Bare land that is flat or gently slop-
ing with very little vegetation cover: 
Rows or hollows are dug across the 

area where the water usually flows. 
These hollows have a berm or little wall 
on the outflow side. This creates little 
ponds that slow down the flow of the 
water and allow it to sink into the soil.

All these methods make use of dense 
packing with brush or grass on the 
upward side of the branch check, the 
grass fence, and the steeper down-
ward side of the hollows. The materials 
needed to create the structures are 
usually freely available in the area, 
but care must be taken not to strip 
the area bare of small trees, brush, 
or grass. This will simply create new 
erosion. 
   The installations must be regularly 
inspected after rains to ensure that 
they are still in good shape. If not, they 
must be repaired. 
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Rabbit farming can be an alternative 
farming opportunity for a begin-

ner farmer or someone with limited 
resources. According to Mike Daka, a 
rabbit farmer and interim President 
of the Rabbit Farmers Association of 
Zambia, the demand for rabbit meat in 
the country is growing. 
   He told the Xinhaunet News Agency* 
that the Association was formed to en-
courage and assist farmers to meet the 
local demand, and even export to the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo.
   The rabbit species mostly used for 
farming are the New Zealand White 
and California White breeds, as they 
are easy to breed and grow fast, unlike 
local breeds. 
   Backyard rabbit farming can be a 
fantastic concept for producing healthy 
meat while also providing an additional 
source of cash for the family, with little 
effort on the part of the farmer. They 
can be raised in a convenient and cost-
effective manner in a domestic setting.
   It is simple to care for the animals, 
and even youngsters can participate in 
the farming operations, which include 
everything from breeding to fryer  
(rabbit prepared for meat) production. 
To get started, only a fundamental  
understanding of rabbit husbandry  
is required.

   Rabbits reared by using techniques 
that are tailored to specific environ-
ments can significantly improve the 
diet of many of the most vulnerable 
rural families, while also providing a 
reliable source of income on a consist-
ent basis.
   Rabbit meat is an alternative healthy 
white meat which has less cholesterol, 
increased levels of protein and Vitamin 
B12. People who are sensitive to high 
sodium level diets could benefit from 
the meat which is low in sodium and 
has weight reduction properties. 
   A small backyard rabbitry may con-
sist of around four breeding females 
(does) and one breeding male (buck), 
with the ability to produce two fryers 
per week throughout the year. Nutri-
tional and wholesome meat for the 
family, pleasurable occupational activ-
ity, rich manure for the garden, and 
possibly additional household income 
can all be provided by the unit.
   Besides the growing demand for 
rabbit meat as a healthy white meat 
alternative, the increasing popularity 
of rabbit farming can be contributed to 
the following:

They take up very little space 
Rabbits make excellent backyard 
animals because they are quiet, 
odourless, and docile. Small farmers, 
whether they own land or not, will find 
that backyard rabbitries are particu-
larly well suited to their needs.

They are inexpensive to keep 
They can be raised in a convenient and 
cost-effective manner in a domestic 
setting. Even though rabbits are mostly 
noted for their profusion of offspring, 
they are also herbivores capable of  
efficiently converting grass into food. 

They have a varied diet 
The entire purpose of meat production 
is to transform plant proteins that are 
of little or no nutritional benefit to hu-
mans into high-value animal proteins. 
Rabbits are easy to feed because they 
consume a wide variety of foods, some 
of which are weeds that grow in the 

wild. A small rabbitry can be main-
tained in the backyard using kitchen/
vegetable waste, grasses, tree leaves, 
and other natural materials.

They produce meat with high- 
quality protein
Rabbits have the ability to convert up 
to 20% of the proteins they consume 
into edible meat when raised in effi-
cient production systems. Comparable 
percentages for other species range 
from 22 to 23 percent for broiler chick-
ens, 16 to 18 percent for pigs, and 8 to 
12 percent for beef.
   Rabbits grow quickly, reaching a 
body weight of 1,5  to 1,8 kg in 12  
to 14 weeks (depending on species) 
and providing nutrient-dense and fla-
vourful meat.

They produce many offspring in a 
short time span
During the course of a year, a doe can 
give birth (kindles) up to seven times, 
resulting in between seven and eigh-
teen kits/kittens (baby rabbits) each 
time, for a total of up to 72 kits in one 
year (depending on species).

Rabbits can be sold for a profit
A small-animal husbandry operation 
can be a very profitable venture for 
both land-owning and landless small 
farmers; it can provide employment 
opportunities for women, children, and 
the handicapped (those from the least 
privileged social strata), generate  
substantial income, and contribute to 
the improvement of the family's nutri-
tional standards.
   In next month’s issue, we shall look 
at selecting the right rabbit breed for 
your business.

The information provided in this 
article is credited to: The Na-
tional Department of Agriculture in 
South Africa in cooperation with JA 
Erasmus at the Glen Agricultural 
Development Institute. For more 
information visit www.daff.gov.
za or send an e-mail to DPP@nda.
agric.za. 
*http://www.xinhuanet.
com/english/africa/2021-
07/09/c_1310052234.htm

Nurturing the roots of change in 
rural Kenya in cooperation with 
Bonnie Ami Holt at the Mitahato 
Education and Development Fund. 
For more information visit www.
mitahatoedf.com/ or contact them 
on +254-728-082887. 

Dutta, P., Singh, R.K., Dhali, A. & 
Rajkhowa, C. (2009). BACKYARD 
RABBIT FARMING. 10.13140/
RG.2.1.1742.5440/1. Further dis-
cussions, stats, and author profiles 
for this publication at: https://
www.researchgate.net/publica-
tion/273886912

Rabbit farming Part 1:Rabbit farming Part 1:
Why you should Why you should 
become a rabbit farmerbecome a rabbit farmer
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Investing in proper nutrition for preg-
nant and lactating ewes saves both 

time and money in the long run. Ewes 
in good body condition prior to lambing 
have healthier lambs and fewer com-
plications than underweight or over-
weight ewes. As 70% of foetal lamb 
growth occurs in the last five weeks of 
pregnancy, it is important to increase 
feed for ewes at this time. 

Nutrient requirements
Sheep and lambs should be fed accor-
ding to their nutrient requirements. 
Nutrient requirements vary by breed, 
genetics, sex, age, size (weight), stage 
and level of production. Higher per-
forming sheep have higher nutritional 
requirements.
   A sheep's nutrient requirements to 
maintain are the quantity of nutrients it 
must consume daily to neither gain nor 
lose body weight. A sheep that is not 
pregnant or nursing lambs does not have 
very high nutritional requirements.

Early to mid-gestation
An ewe's nutritional requirements dur-
ing early and mid-gestation are slightly 
higher to maintain. While lower qual-
ity feed can be fed during this period, 
inadequate nutrition can have an effect 
on embryo implantation. Prolonged poor 
nutrition can also affect placenta growth, 
which can have lasting repercussions.

Late gestation
An ewe's nutritional requirements 
increase substantially during late ges-
tation, especially if the ewe is carry-
ing multiple foetuses. This is because 
approximately 70 percent of foetal 
growth occurs during the last four to  
six weeks of pregnancy. Adequate 
nutrition is also necessary to increase 
ewe condition to ensure adequate milk 
production. Nutrition during the last 
two weeks is especially important.
   While ewes and lambs can survive at 
lower feeding levels, inadequate nutri-
tion can result in pregnancy 

disease, lighter lambs at birth, 
increased postnatal losses, and a 
reduction of mothering ability and 
milk production. An ewe's require-
ments for calcium also increase during 
late gestation.
   After lambing, it is essential for ewes 
to have enough nutrients to produce 
milk for their lambs. Lambs rely on 
their mother for their nutritional needs. 
Underfed ewes have lambs with lower 
birth weights. Compared to lambs with 
healthy birth weights, lambs with low 
birth weight:
• are weaker
• have lower survival rates
• are at greater risk for disease
• have slower growth rates

Producing lambs, and subsequently 
milk to feed those lambs, is energeti-
cally expensive for ewes. Underfed and 
underweight ewes:
• are likely to have complicated  

deliveries
• cannot produce enough milk to  

support their lambs
• may not produce high-quality, 

nutrient-dense milk
• are at risk for pregnancy toxaemia 

and milk fever

All these factors result in added costs 
or financial losses. For example, sup-
plementing with milk replacer can be 
expensive, and grafting an underfed 

Ewe lambs (source: flickr.com)

Ewe nursing twins (source: flickr.
com)

Pregnant ewe lambs (source: flickr.
com)

Good nutrition – the key Good nutrition – the key 
to lambing successto lambing success

Sheep farming made easy Part 10:
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lamb to another ewe is time consuming. 
Feeding ewes properly can prevent this.
   A healthy, well-fed ewe will pro-
duce enough milk to feed her lambs. 
Ewes with multiple lambs will naturally 
produce more milk in response to the 
stimulus of suckling lambs. An ewe 
nursing twins will produce anywhere 
from 30 to 50% more milk than an ewe 
with a single lamb. Intuitively, an ewe 
nursing multiple lambs will need more 
energy — more calories — than an ewe 
feeding a single lamb.
   In addition to their feed, ewes rely 
on their body condition (fat stores) 
for the energy needed to produce 
milk, especially in early milk produc-
tion. The initial energy demand of milk 
production is so great, the ewe cannot 
consume enough to keep up. It is not 
unusual for an ewe to lose weight, es-
pecially when feeding multiple lambs; 
however, it is important that the ewe 
must easily recover condition after 
weaning. A loss in body condition score 
of more than 0,5 to 1 is a cause for 
concern. Conversely, if an ewe does 
not lose weight, it may be an indica-
tor of poor milk production or quality. 
Monitor the growth of her lambs and be 
prepared to supplement if necessary.

Lactation
An ewe's nutritional requirements are 
the highest during lactation, especially 
if the ewe is nursing multiple offspring.

What does a lactating ewe need?
Unlimited access to clean, fresh water: 
Milk is approximately 85% water, by 
volume. A lactating ewe may consume 
twice as much water as dry ewes!
   Energy: Demand for energy in-
creases by 30%. Early spring grasses 
are likely in too short supply to sustain 

the energy needs of lactating ewes. 
Supplement with quality hay until the 
pasture is established enough to meet 
the needs of ewes.
   Protein: Demand increases by up  
to 55%. Grain should be increased to 
provide substantial protein. A general 
rule is to add 500 grams of feed per 
lamb per day, although this quantity 
varies considerably between breeds 
and with the quality of hay provided.
   Minerals and vitamins are also criti-
cal in preventing diseases associated 
with lambing.
   Calcium: It is essential for a number 
of physiological processes, but is espe-
cially critical in milk production. 
Ewes with insufficient dietary calcium, 
or an inability to utilise available cal-
cium, will suffer from hypocalcaemia, 
more commonly called milk fever. Milk 
fever can lead to death.
   Selenium: Many soils in Africa are 
deficient in selenium, and feeds contain 
supplemental selenium to prevent 
white muscle disease in lambs. White 
muscle disease is a nutritional muscu-
lar dystrophy, or degeneration of the 
skeletal and cardiac muscles of lambs, 
and can also cause death.

Feeding lambs
There are many ways to manage and 
feed lambs for market. If maximum 
gains are the objective, concentrate 
feeding is common. Pasture-reared 
lambs will gain more weight and be 
less susceptible to worm infections  
if they are supplemented with some 
sort of feed.
   Nutrient requirements for lambs  
will vary according to the age of lambs 
and their genetic potential for growth. 
Frame size is used as an indicator for 
growth potential.

We thank the ARC Institute for 
Agricultural Engineering in South 
Africa who made their manual on 
sheep production and facilities 
available to the readers of ProAgri. 
Next month we shall look at grazing 
management. Stay tuned for more! 

Pregnant ewes shown eating hay from a feeder (source: flickr.com) 

Ewe lambs
Nutrient requirements are higher  
for replacement ewes and ram  
lambs than for physiologically mature 
animals. This is because lambs and 
yearlings are still growing in addition 
to other production functions. It is 
especially important that the nutri-
tional requirements of ewe lambs are 
met. Ideally, ewe lambs should be fed 
and managed separately from mature 
females until they are bred for the 
second time.
   Another important note: Rapid 
changes in diet can disrupt the mi-
crobiome in the ruminant digestive 
system. Gradually introduce changes 
in diet in order to prevent additional 
complications.

Ewe 24 hours from lambing (source: 
flickr.com)
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High Performance Biology

Bacsm    100 works with the crops’ root system to increase nutrient uptake, leading
to higher biomass producon above and below the ground.

TM

Improves nutrient mineralization and uptake

Produces phytohormones encouraging root growth.

Increase leaf chlorophyll levels.

Increases crop biomass and yield.

The microbes in Bacstim      ��� have the ability to
form spores when conditions are poor, and they
regrow once conditions improve.

TM
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Omnia Fertilizer Zimbabwe �Pvt� �td, 
� Paisley Road, Workington, Harare. 
P.O. Box BW ��� Borrowdale, Harare
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Rhizovator
THE ROOT OF SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

TM

Rhizovator is designed to improve the growth of roots, which will result
in better nutrient uptake.

Increased nutrient uptake leads to healthier plants that can withstand
disease and environmental stresses much more effectively.

The benefits of using Rhizovator
Better Germination
Early establishment of seedlings
Early development of seeddlings
Bigger, stronger plants
Higher root mass
Better root growth
Increased nutrient use efficiency
Better pathogen resistence
Early micronutrient access

Improved tolerance 
to drought stress

Improved nutrient
uptake

Protection against
pests and diesease

Improved plant growth
and root development

PLANTING 
THE SEEDS 
FOR SUCCESS
We are expanding into Africa. 
Your business is not limited by borders, and neither is our coverage. 
With us, your message reaches thousands of farmers throughout 
South Africa, Zambia, Botswana, Namibia, Zimbabwe, Malawi, 
Tanzania, Mozambique, Angola, Kenya, Morocco, Cameroon, 
Senegal, Uganda, Ghana, Congo, Guinea, Liberia, Algeria, Tunisia, 
Libya, Egypt, Nigeria and Sudan.

For the best value in the industry, contact:

Diane Grobler 082 555 6866 diane@proagri.co.za www.agri4all.com
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Climate change has been a topic 
for discussion across the globe for 

more than a decade. This isn’t just a 
hot topic due to the recent 2021 United 
Nations Climate Change Conference, 
or COP26, but an issue that is larger 
than the melting ice caps on the other 
side of the world. Closer to home, the 
effects of climate change are felt in the 
pockets, and even worse, the stomachs 
of farmers and their families. 
   The fact of the matter is that the 
poorer a country is, the more vulner-
able it is to climate change. Commer-
cial farmers who farm for profit can 
withstand the effects such as declining 
soil fertility, deforestation, and deserti-
fication longer, but in the case of small-
holder farmers who farm to feed their 
families, their livelihoods suffer.

Agroforestry may have the answer
This agricultural practice relies on 
the interaction between mainstream 
agriculture and trees, aiming to im-
prove some of the negative effects that 
climate change has on the small farmer 
— both in food security and stimulating 
bio-economies. These practices can 
include farming on forest edges, 
farming in forests, or including trees in 
crop production. 
   As a concept, agroforestry aims to 
protect the natural environment, pro-
duce timber and tree-crops to meet the 
global demands, as well as satisfy the 
needs of producers.
   At face value, planting more trees 
contribute to long-term carbon seques-
tration, soil enrichment and biodiver-
sity conservation. As leaves capture 
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere 
(carbon sequestration), important nu-
trients are being deposited in the soil 
so other crops can grow stronger. Tree 
roots pull water from deep beneath the 
surface, bringing deep water closer to 
the upper soil so other plants such as 
grass can grow and increase soil cover. 
   The trees themselves build organic 
matter in the soil when their leaves 
fall. This allows the earth to reabsorb 

nutrients from the tree’s foliage as well 
as protect the layer of topsoil from 
drying out, and making healthy loamy 
soil. Strong tree roots keep the soil 
together and prevent mudslides 
during floods. 
   Agroforestry benefits the farmer by 
also decreasing the effect of droughts, 
and unpredictable rainfall patterns by 
working against the forces that are 
contributing to global warming. 
   By adding trees to the farm, a farmer 
increases agrobiodiversity that im-
proves the sustainability in farming 
through diversification. This is because 
trees can also deliver a harvest or pro-
vide lumber, ultimately providing more 
sources of income or food. 
   Lumber trees can be used for build-
ing materials or as fuel wood. Food-
producing trees can be cultivated for 
products such as fruits, nuts, palm oil, 
cocoa, or coffee. Trees also help ad-
dress food gaps for animals during dry 
months by providing fodder for live-
stock or shade in heavy heat. 
   Agroforestry, however, requires a 
long-term mindset. Planting a tree 
means waiting for it to mature and 
bear fruits (in the case of fruit trees). 
Trees are planted, protected, harvest-
ed and, in the case of lumber, replaced 
when they are chopped down. This 
means that farmers need to expand 
their skills beyond their existing exper-
tise to tree care as well, understanding 
which trees should be cultivated, how 
to plant them, harvest them and for 
what they are used.
   Agroforestry has already shown its 
worth in many parts of Southern Af-
rica. In Malawi, adding trees near crops 
or pastures has had a positive effect. 
The trees provide more organic 
matter to the soil, shade to young 
plants, fodder for livestock, and fire-
wood to farmers. 
   In the Limpopo province in South 
Africa, planting woody perennials has 
proven to encourage minimum soil 
disturbance, increase soil cover and 
increase agrobiodiversity.

Sources:
https://allafrica.com/sto-
ries/202111160511.html 
https://www.intechopen.com/chap-
ters/75172 
https://www.worldagroforestry.org/
about/agroforestry-2?kid=342

Agroforestry:Agroforestry:
Fight climate change 
and feed farmers

   Mozambique’s Gorongosa carbon 
sequestration project has generated 
food and revenue by planting mango 
(Mangifera indica l.) and cashew (Anac-
ardium occidentale l.) orchards, as well 
as creating woodlots with siris (Albizia 
lebbeck (l.) Benth.). On top of that, it 
boosted the charcoal production with 
African mahogany (Khaya nyasica 
(Welw.) C.DC.) and aided with soil fer-
tilisation by planting Faidherbia.
   The downside to beginning with agro-
forestry on a farm is that farmers need 
additional access to resources such 
as seed or young plants, and secure 
land where they can successfully apply 
these practices. Knowledge and skills 
also need to be cultivated and in some 
rural communities, these can be hard 
to come by. 
   Trees are vital for the terrestrial 
ecosystems and deliver fundamental 
products and produce to both rural and 
urban communities. These living giants 
offer protection and lifegiving nutri-
ents to the people, animals, and plants 
around them. Consider including them 
in your farming activities.

Agroforestry includes farming in for-
ests or at forest edges. Trees create 
microclimates that benefit the crops 
planted close to them. (Source: 
Pixabay)

Agroforestry combines crop produc-
tion with the sustainable farming 
of trees. This can also include crop 
trees such as fruit or palm trees. 
(Source: Pixabay)

by Maryna Steyn
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Seed drills and planters
Seed drills can be attached to certain 
models of rotary tillers so that primary 
seedbed preparation and the plant-
ing process can be completed in one 
operation. Sometimes the land must 
be tilled once with the rotary tiller 
before planting. Small grain is planted 
in this manner. Variations of the seed 
drills can also be found where grass 
seeds are sown directly in the field in 
strips. If necessary, ripper tines can be 
mounted behind the rotary cultivator 
to loosen the soil to a deeper level.
   Planter units, fertiliser hoppers, 
herbicide pumps and sprayers can be 
mounted on some rotary tillers, which 
means that seedbed preparation, 
planting, fertiliser application and weed 
control can be done in one operation 
(see Figure 1).

Tractor preparation
Rotary tillers require much power. The 
tractor must be in top mechanical condi-
tion and tuned for maximum power 
output and optimum fuel consumption. 
To provide the desired degree of 
pulverization, the tractor must have 

Figure 1: The planter is mounted on a three-point-hitch behind the rotary tiller, and can be lifted hydraulically 
when not in use.

sufficient power to maintain standard 
PTO-speed at the desired operating 
depth and forward travel speed. Ade-
quate hydraulic lift capacity must also 
be available, or the cultivator must be 
equipped with lift wheels.
   Adding extra weights on the tractor’s 
rear wheels is unnecessary for normal 
rotary cultivation. Front-end weights 
on the tractor must be adequate when 
using three-point-mounted rotary tillers, 
because the tractor must be able to 
carry the tiller easily (see Figure 2).
   If the rotary tiller’s width permits, 
adjust the distance between the trac-
tor’s wheels to such an extent that the 
tread is wide enough for good trac-
tor stability. The tractor’s rear wheels 
must, preferably, run on uncultivated 
soil rather than on loose soil, and 
therefore the rotary tiller must be 
offset to loosen the soil behind the 
rear wheel closest to the previously 
tilled strip. 
   Doing this will ensure that the tilled 
strips overlap all the time while the 
tractor’s wheels run on untilled soil 
all the time. If the cultivator is long 
enough to cover the whole width behind 

the tractor, the tilled strips will overlap 
every time and the tractor’s wheels will 
run on hard soil (see Figure 3).
   To prevent damage when lowering 
the rotary tiller, the three-point-hitch 
on the tractor must be operated as 
slowly as possible. Side-swing when 
operating the tiller must also be pre-
vented by installing hitch stabilisers 
or sway chains. No load-and-depth-
control must be applied to the rotary 
tiller, and the three-point-hitch on the 
tractor must be free to float at will. 
The tiller will be seriously damaged if 
it is forced into the soil. Stops on the 
three-point-linkage of the tractor, must 
be adjusted to limit the raising of the 
rotary tiller as this will prevent damage 
to the PTO-shaft from an excessive an-
gle or over-extension. PTO-shaft safety 
shields must be used every time.

The PTO-shaft
The PTO-shaft must always be used 
in as straight a line as possible. Most 
rotary tillers can be used on a variety 
of tractors by using a range of vertical 
hitch-attaching points. The power shaft 
of the rotary tiller must be connected 

Rotary tillers are simple but effective Part 7:

Seed drills and planters, 
tractor preparation and 
the PTO-shaft
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to the PTO-shaft of the tractor, and the 
shaft length must be matched to the 
tractor being used.
   To prevent universal-joint shudder 
and possible damage, it is recommen-
ded that the maximum PTO angle 
does not exceed 40 degrees when the 
rotary tiller is fully raised or lowered. 
This may require limiting the lift height 
of the tiller or re-arranging the hitch 
points. Some manufacturers recom-
mend limiting the maximum distance 
the tiller may drop below normal 
ground level to about 300 mm (see 
Figure 4).
   Because of the high power require-
ments of rotary tillers, care must be 

Figure 2: Weights are being moun-
ted on the front of a tractor.

Figure 3: If the rotary tiller is wide enough, the tilled strips will overlap 
while the tractor is running on hard soil.

Figure 4: Raising of a rotary tiller must be limited as this will prevent 
damage to the PTO-shaft caused by an excessive angle.

The PTO-shaft must have a protective shield and the shaft length must be 
matched to the tractor being used.

Next month we shall look at prepa-
ration and maintenance, field op-
eration and adjustments, rotor care 
and pasture renovation. We thank 
the ARC Agricultural Engineering in 
South Africa who made the infor-
mation on rotary tillers available to 
the readers of ProAgri.

taken to assure adequate lubrication
of the PTO-shaft for easy telescoping 
as the rotary tiller moves up and down 
in relation to the tractor. PTO-shafts 
cannot telescope freely in operation, 
it could result in damage to the bear-
ings of the PTO or the tiller’s gearbox. 
A slip clutch is usually provided in the 
tiller’s drive train to protect the 
cultivator and the tractor, should 
the blades strike a solid object. 
Depending on the shape of the 
obstacle, the blades may simply lift 
the tiller and walk over some objects.
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Our Branches:

+263 772 282 000 www.fivetanimalhealth.com

Your partners in profitable animal production

• Harare - Telford Rd. (Head Office)
• Harare - Cnr. Robson Manyika / 4th St.
• Harare - 36A Kelvin Road
• Bulawayo - 97 Jason Moyo St.
• Mutare - 33 - 39 Tembwe St.

• Masvingo - 34 Bradburn St.
• Marondera - 558A Fourth St.
• Chinhoyi - 21 Commercial St.
• Chipinge - 1079 7th Ave.

Multidip controls ticks, biting 
insects, screw-worm, lice and flies. 
It can be used in plunge dip, spray 

race or hand spraying.

Prodose Blue is an Internal 
Parasiticide for Cattle which helps 

treat the effects of roundworms 
and milk tapeworms.

Together they are powerful 
partners protecting your cattle.
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You may see a pivot as the necessary tool to water crops for greater  
yield potential. True as that is, we know it’s made for more and it’s only  
as smart as the technology you put into it. 

Machine Diagnostics, the newest innovation from Valley Irrigation, is  
now available when you connect to Valley 365®. This industry-leading 
technology provides detailed insight and alerts to changes in pivot  
performance and health. Through sensor driven technology, you can  
optimize the health of your pivot as it pinpoints the exact location  
of a fault related to alignment, tire inflation, motor and gearbox, or  
water application. 

Valley 365®

                          Machine Diagnostics

Because Your Pivot is Made for More.

• Know which tower is out of 
alignment even before arriving  
at the pivot.

• Stay informed of tire pressure 
status at each tower. 

• X-Tec® fault detection alerts with 
status details help minimize 
troubleshooting downtime.

• Monitor your pivot’s water pressure 
at each tower to assure uniform 
application in varying terrain.

Features:We See Things Differently.

valleyirrigation.com
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SPEND YOUR MONEY
WISELY

Available in 55, 65, and 75 horsepower.

WITH OUR 5E 3-CYLINDER SERIES TRACTORS PRICE PROMOTION

Contact your local 
dealer today. 

5075E
ALSO AVAILABLE AS CAB

STARTING FROM STARTING FROM STARTING FROM

5065E 5055E

JohnDeereAME John Deere AfricaJohn Deere

www.deere.com/sub-saharan

africa@johndeere.com

Customer Care: 0800 983 821

EXCL VAT

RRP* 
R 362 248.85 INCL VAT

R 314 999 EXCL VAT

RRP* 
EXCL VAT

RRP* 
R 266 798.85 INCL VAT

R 231 999

https://bit.ly/3oR5tM8

Follow this link, submit your details, and one of 
our local dealers will be in touch to assist you.

* Terms and conditions apply (available at www.deere.com/sub-
saharan). Available while stocks last. Participating countries 
include South Africa, Botswana, Eswatini and Namibia. Price 
excludes delivery costs. Offer valid until 28 February 2022. 

R 338 098.85 INCL VAT

R 293 999

MFWD  |  OOS  |  9/3 TSSMFWD  |  OOS  |  9/3 TSS TWD  |  OOS  |  9/3 TSS


